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Story
Ria has now discovered the terrible secret about the virus that kills so swiftly. She knows that it will kill the
inhabitants of the spheres, and take revenge on them for having stolen so many Clan children. It’s a terrible
plan. But, fortunately, there’s an antidote. It’s being kept by Quirin. Though Quirin won’t be dissuaded from
this terrible plan and suddenly vanishes, as if the ground had swallowed him up.
Although circumstances are stacked against her, Ria sets out to find the remedy and save the lives of the
Clan people and the inhabitants of the Spheres. But then she discovers something she hadn’t reckoned
with. Something so ghastly it’s almost impossible to imagine. Something far worse than any other
conspiracy she has previously uncovered.
With CONTRIVED, bestselling author Ursula Poznanski has produced another, brilliantly thrilling novel in
her Ria sequence. The author leads her readers and Ria skilfully through a bewildering series of events
before introducing a sudden twist in the plot that no one could have anticipated.

Ursula Poznanski
Ursula Poznanski was born in Vienna, and spent ten years studying all sorts of subjects at the university
there, before abandoning all hope of getting a degree and getting to grips with real life as a medical
journalist. After her son was born, she started writing books for young readers. Her first book, Erebos, won
numerous prizes (including the German Children’s Literature Prize awarded by the Youth Jury), and made
her famous around the world. In the meantime she has become one of Germany’s most successful authors,
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and she also writes best-selling thrillers for adult readers. She and her family live to the south of Vienna.

More titles in this series

Eleria - Condemned (Vol. 1) Eleria - Conspired (Vol. 2)
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